FRESNO COUNTY RURAL TRANSIT AGENCY (FCRTA)
MEETING AGENDA

DATE: Thursday, March 25, 2021
TIME: 5:30pm, AFTER the Fresno Council of Governments (FCOG) Meeting
PLACE: FCOG / FCRTA Offices
Ash Conference Room
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201
Fresno, CA 93721
(Corner of Tulare and Van Ness Ave. - above Club One
Park in Underground Garage - Entrance off Tulare & Van Ness Ave.
Exit Elevator on Tulare St., Turn Left, Enter Lobby Door,
Up Elevator to Second Floor, Left to Sequoia Conference Room)

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accommodation
The Fresno COG / FCRTA offices and restrooms are ADA accessible. Individuals with disabilities may call (559-233-4148) / FCRTA (559-233-6789) at least 3 days in advance, to request auxiliary aids and/or translation services necessary to participate in the public meeting / public hearing. If Fresno COG / FCRTA are unable to accommodate an auxiliary aid or translation request for a public hearing after receiving proper notice, the hearing will be continued on a specified date when accommodations are available.

AB 23 Requirement: In accordance with the Brown Act and AB23 the amount of stipend paid to members of the Board of Directors for attending this meeting of the Fresno County Rural Transit Agency, is $50.00.

OUT OF AN ABUNDANCE OF CAUTION REGARDING THE COVID-19 VIRUS THE MARCH 25, 2021, FCRTA BOARD MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM.

If you wish to address the FCRTA Board during the public comment portion of the agenda, click on the icon labeled "Participants" at the bottom center of your PC or Mac screen. At the bottom of the window on the right side of the screen, click the icon labeled "RaiseHand". Your digital hand will now be raised.

Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/96848932334?pwd=eElCYzIHKytkU2pzQUR4U0lBQnpydz09
Meeting ID: 968 4893 2334
Passcode: 410057

Dial in: +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
Meeting ID: 968 4893 2334
Passcode: 410057

When on the phone, if you wish to address the FCRTA Board during the public comment portion of the agenda, Press "9 to "RaiseHand" and we will select you from the meeting cue. Use *6 to unmute yourself before speaking.

Those addressing the FCRTA Board must state their first and last name and agency for the record.
To facilitate electronic access, no person shall speak until recognized by the Chair.

1. ROLL CALL

Public Presentations - This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the FCRTA

A JOINT POWERS AGENCY TO PROVIDE A COORDINATED TRANSIT SYSTEM FOR RURAL FRESNO COUNTY
The Cities of: Coalinga, Firebaugh, Fowler, Huron, Kerman, Kingsburg, Mendota, Orange Cove, Parlier, Reedley, Sanger, San Joaquin, Selma & Fresno County
Board on items within its jurisdiction but not on this Agenda.

NOTE: The public may also comment on any Agenda item, as they are presented, prior to action by the FCRTA Board.

2. CONSENT ITEMS

A. Approve Executive Minutes of February 25, 2021 [ATTACHMENT]

B. FCRTA Fiscal Year 2019-20 Single Audit [ACCEPT]

**Summary:** The CPA firm Price Paige and Co. completed the 2019-20 Financial and Compliance audit for FCRTA and was accepted by the Board in January, 2021. The Financial and Compliance audit report details that FCRTA managed its operations according to funding covenants, within budget and has no findings of non-compliance. This report satisfies requirements of federal and state funding agencies. Price Paige and Co. have also completed the FCRTA FY 2019-20 Single Audit. The Financial and Compliance Audit was completed prior to the single audit due to the auditors requiring further guidance from the federal government on compliance requirements on CARES Act funding. The single audit has now been completed and there are no findings of non-compliance. Pass-through Department of Transportation Formula Grants for Rural Areas (5311) was $1,669,771 and CARES Act funding was $1,728,208. The single audit is available on FCRTA’s website [www.ruraltransit.org](http://www.ruraltransit.org).

**Action:** Staff recommends Board acceptance of the 2019-20 FCRTA Single Audit.

C. 2021 Annual CHP-Motor Carrier Division Terminal, Vehicle and Driver Inspection Report [INFORMATION]

**Summary:** The CHP has completed the FCRTA Annual Inspection for the Terminal, Maintenance, Vehicles and Driver’s Records. This included Drug & Alcohol testing requirements under the Federal Transit Administration and Caltrans. The satisfactory ratings meet Local, State and Federal requirements to continue operations and remain eligible for funding allocations in FY 2021-22 as a Public Transit Agency. The Transit Operator Compliance Certificate, Controlled Substance and Alcohol Testing Program and Motor Carrier Certification are available on FCRTA’s website [www.ruraltransit.org](http://www.ruraltransit.org).

**Action:** Information only. The Board may provide additional direction at its discretion.

D. Annual Productivity Evaluation FY 2019-20 [APPROVE]

**Summary:** The productivity evaluation is conducted annually to assess transit operators that receive State Transportation Development Act funds and to recommend potential productivity improvements. This is an evaluation of all routes and services provided by FCRTA for FY 2019-20 which provides an excellent tool to evaluate ridership and costs of all the subsystems that FCRTA oversees. This analysis is very detailed for routes, hours and days of service by inter-city and intra-city routes.

There is also data that is measured by the TDA performance indicators for passenger costs, fares, miles, hours and farebox ratio to determine state compliance for funding. This report will also be used to submit to funding sources and for the Triennial performance Audit. The FY 2019-20 Productivity Evaluation is available on FCRTA’s website [www.ruraltransit.org](http://www.ruraltransit.org).

**Action:** Staff recommends Board approval of FY 2019-20 Annual Productivity Evaluation.
E. **Consolidated Transportation Service Agency (CTSA) Notification of Funding Availability (NOFA)**

**Summary:** In 2020, the FCOG re-designated the CTSA’s in the following: FCRTA is now the sole designee for Rural Fresno County and administers the funding, activities, and transportation programs of all CTSA service providers in Rural Fresno County and the City of Fresno (FAX) is the sole designee for the Fresno Metropolitan Area and administers the funding, activities, and transportation programs of all CTSA service providers within the Fresno Metropolitan Area.

FCRTA and FAX are soliciting applications in the form of an Operation Program & Budget (OPB) from eligible applicants to provide social service transportation in two (2) service areas; Rural Fresno County and Urban- City of Fresno. FCRTA is making available up to $413,000 and the City of Fresno (FAX) is making available up to $1,230,666 in State Transportation funds to fund eligible services and activities that support social service transportation within Fresno County. The details of CTSA social service transportation and application requirements for potential service providers are contained in the NOFA document. The application submission deadline is April 15, 2021. Upon award, a Services Agreement will be issued by FCRTA and FAX for both the Rural and Urban CTSA’s. The NOFA document is attached for your information (ATTACHMENT).

**Action:** Information only. The Board may provide additional direction at its discretion.

3. **OTHER BUSINESS**

   A. **Items from staff.**

   B. **Items from members.**

4. **ADJOURNMENT**
Members Attending:

Mayor Ron Ramsey, City of Coalinga
Mayor Alfred Valdez, City of Firebaugh
Mayor David Cardenas, City of Fowler
Mayor Rey Leon, City of Huron
Mayor Gary Yep, City of Kerman
Councilmember Michelle Roman, City of Kingsburg
Mayor Rolando Castro, City of Mendota
Mayor Victor Lopez, City of Orange Cove
Mayor Alma Beltran, City of Parlier
Mayor Mary Fast, City of Reedley
Mayor Eli Ontiveros, City of Sanger
Mayor Julia Hernandez, City of San Joaquin
Mayor Scott Robertson, City of Selma

Moses Stites, General Manager
Janelle Del Campo, Operations Manager
Bryan Rome, County Counsel
Jeanene Cervantes, FCOG

Absent:
Supervisor Sal Quintero, Fresno County

1. **ROLL CALL** — Meeting called to order 7:38 p.m

   Public Presentations - This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the FCRTA Board on items within its jurisdiction but not on this Agenda.

   NOTE: The public may also comment on any Agenda item, as they are presented, prior to action by the FCRTA Board.

2. **CONSENT ITEMS**
   A. [Approve Executive Minutes of January 28, 2021]
   B. [Approve Caltrans Sustainable Communities Planning Grant]
   C. [Approve Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan]
   D. [Approve Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5311 Certifications & Assurances FY 20219]

   A motion was made by Mayor Ontiveros (Sanger) and second by Mayor Fast (Reedley). A vote was called, and motion carried for Items A, C & D.

**Item B - Caltrans Sustainable Communities Planning Grant**

This Item was pulled by Mayor Robertson (Selma). He would like more information about microgrids and the importance to the communities in terms of job creation and energy cost savings?

Moses informed the Board that if this grant is awarded, FCRTA would prepare an RFP to procure the microgrid feasibility study for rural Fresno County. The study would evaluate microgrid needs, technologies, requirements, and various grid system to develop a design, assess various sites for construction, determine cost and perform a cost benefit analysis of various grants/funding.
The goals of the microgrid system are to expand transportation options that lower carbon emissions and save on energy fuel costs in which it can be used to provide more transit service to disadvantaged areas, provide a back-up power source for communities, businesses, hospitals/clinics, or homes. FCRTA will be coordinating with other efforts and will be working with the cities to identify potential sites.

Public Presentation was given by Kevin Hall who commented and thanked Mayor Robertson (Selma) for pulling Item B. Mr. Hall also thanked Moses for the work he is doing with this Item.

Matthew Gillian also thanked FCRTA not just for this study but for also involving Inspiration Transportation.

**Selma pulled Item B** – A motion was made by Mayor Leon (Huron) and second by Mayor Lopez (Orange Cove). A vote was called, and motion carried.

3. **OTHER BUSINESS**

   A. **Items from Staff**

      1. Providing Transit to Vaccine Sites
         Moses informed the Board that FCRTA is coordinating with the cities to transport individuals to and from vaccination sites. FCRTA is not charging fares for passengers going to get their vaccine.

   B. **Items from members**

      None

4. **ADJOURNMENT @ 8:00 p.m**

   A motion was made by Councilmember Roman (Kingsburg) and second by Mayor Leon (Huron). A vote was called, and motion carried.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

Moses Stites
General Manager
Fresno Rural & Urban Social Service Transportation
2021 Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA)

Deliverables:
One (1) original, six (6) printed copies, and one (1) electronic version on a flash drive must be received on or before 5:00 p.m., April 15, 2021.

Addressed to:
Fresno County Rural Transit Agency
Attn: Notice of Funding Availability
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201
Fresno, CA 93721

Mark envelopes:
FRESNO COUNTY RURAL TRANSIT AGENCY/FRESNO AREA EXPRESS
NOTICE OF FUNDING AVAILABILITY
TECHNICAL AND COST PROPOSAL

Direct questions of this Notice of Funding Availability to:
For Rural applications:
Janelle Del Campo
FCRTA Operations Manager
Email: delecampo@fresnecog.org

For Urban applications:
Joe Vargas
FAX Assistant Director
Email: joe.vargas@fresno.gov
Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA)

The Fresno County Rural Transit Agency (FCRTA and Fresno Area Express (FAX)) are soliciting applications in the form of an Operation Program & Budget (OPB) from eligible applicants to provide social service transportation in two (2) service areas; Rural Fresno County and Urban-City of Fresno. The application submission deadline is April 15, 2021.

Executive Summary & Background

Fresno County Rural Transit Agency (FCRTA) is making available up to $413,000 and the City of Fresno (FAX) is making available up to $1,230,666 in State Transportation funds to fund eligible services and activities that support social service transportation within Fresno County. FCRTA and FAX are inviting proposals from service providers, especially social service transportation providers for these services as detailed in this document.

Consolidated Transportation Service Agencies (CTSAs) were created by Assembly Bill 120 (AB 120) in 1979. CTSAs were created for the purpose of improving coordination and consolidating social service transportation services in each County of California. CTSAs would be eligible to claim Transportation Development Act (TDA) Article 4.5 Local Transportation Fund (LTF) monies to fund the social service transportation services of the CTSA. The AB 120 legislation led to the creation of the AB 120 Action Plan by the Council of Fresno County Governments (COFCG or now “FCOG”) in 1982. This 1982 AB 120 Action Plan created three CTSAs for Fresno County that would cover: 1) Clovis Urban Area—City of Clovis sole designee of this CTSA; 2) Fresno Metropolitan Area—City of Fresno/FAX and Fresno EOC co-designee of this CTSA; and 3) Rural Fresno County—FCRTA and Fresno County Economic Opportunities Commission (FCEOC) co-designees of this CTSA.

In 2020, the FCOG re-designated the CTSA’s in the following: FCRTA is now the sole designee for Rural Fresno County and administers the funding, activities, and transportation programs of all CTSA service providers in Rural Fresno County and the City of Fresno is the sole designee for the Fresno Metropolitan Area and administers the funding, activities, and transportation programs of all CTSA service providers within the Fresno Metropolitan Area.

FCRTA and FAX are eligible to directly claim TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds to fund social service transportation services, programs, and operations in Rural and Urban Fresno County as the designated CTSA’s. The contracted service providers must demonstrate that they can generate revenue to match at least 55% of their operating costs for transportation operations to obtain 45% in LTF 4.5 funds.

All potential contractors, or applicants, must meet the eligibility requirements of the Rural and Urban CTSA’s. Applicants must be an organization or agency who provides services to elderly, disabled, low-income persons and/or clients of social service programs. An eligible applicant can be a subsidiary of, a department of, a dedicated service provider for, a contracted service provider for, a supplier for, and or a service coordinator for an eligible organization or agency, and or a private non-profit 501(c)(3).
Eligible services would be transportation of clients that are in at least one of these groups: Elderly, disabled, low-income persons and/or clients of social service programs. In addition, there are several other related transportation functions, services, and support services that are also eligible. A listing of these services is contained in the section titled “Description of typical services performed.”

All of the details of CTSA social service transportation and application requirements for potential service providers are contained in the following sections of this document.

**Description of Funding Opportunity**

TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds were established by the State of California for the purpose of funding specialized transit or “community transit service” that is distinct from public transit service. Typically community transit services are transportation services for the elderly, disabled, and/or clients of social service programs. As the CTSA for Rural Fresno County, FCRTA is the claimant of TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds in Rural Fresno County for community transit services, or now more commonly called “social service transportation services.” As the CTSA for the Fresno Metropolitan Urban area, the City of Fresno is the claimant of TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds in the Fresno Metropolitan Urban area for social service transportation services.

As a claimant of TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds, FAX is a fiscal agent for Fresno Urban CTSA operations involving participating social service agencies in the Fresno Metropolitan Area. FCRTA is the claimant of TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds for Rural CTSA operations in rural areas. FCRTA is the sole administrator of these funds for Rural CTSA operations in Fresno County and FAX is the sole administrator of these funds for the Urban CTSA operations in the City of Fresno.

FCRTA and FAX, as a TDA Article 4.5 claimant, may operate its own social service transportation services or it may contract with another entity to provide such services. FCRTA and FAX, through this document, are now making this Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) available to eligible, interested parties to apply for prospective social service transportation services and related services in a consolidated effort to maximize resources and involve as many social service providers for resource efficiency. FCRTA and FAX are now offering this NOFA to prospective operators of social service transportation programs as an opportunity to establish and operate eligible and appropriate social service transportation programs that can be funded in part by TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds.

To be eligible for TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds, CTSA social service transportation operations under contract would need to meet the following criteria and be included in the OPB:

1. The proposed community transit service is responding to a transportation need currently not being met in the community.
2. The service shall be integrated with existing transportation services, if appropriate.
3. The operator has an adequate management information system to facilitate evaluation of TDA performance measures for reporting purposes.
4. The operator has prepared an estimate of revenues, operating costs, and patronage and a marketing program including all agencies involved.
5. The operator maintains a ratio of fare revenues and/or funding to operating costs of at least 55 percent match requirement to match with 45% LTF article 4.5 funds. This can be done per agency and/or overall in the OPB by the lead agency.

**Description of Eligible Applicant Types**
In order to be eligible to operate a program to be funded by TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds, an organization or agency must be a provider of social services to elderly, disabled, low-income persons and/or clients of social service programs. This includes the following types of organizations:

- Social Service Agency operated by a government, public sector or private non-profit 501(c )(3) organization
- Hospital, clinic, other medical providers that serve elderly, disabled, children or low-income clients
- Nutrition programs that serve elderly, disabled, or low-income clients
- Community Centers
- Family Planning organizations
- Foster Grandparents/Senior Volunteer organizations
- Mental health service providers
- Addiction recovery providers
- YMCA, YWCA, Boys & Girls Clubs, Big Brothers, Big Sisters
- Service providers to the Blind and/or Deaf
- Victim Witness Service Centers, women’s shelters, homeless shelters, or similar organizations
- Local Conservation Corps or similar organization
- Non-profit, charitable organizations that serve elderly, disabled, or low-income clients
- Cultural, ethnic associations that serve elderly, disabled, or low-income clients
- Meal delivery provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Transportation provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Centralized vehicle maintenance provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Centralized dispatching provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Driver training provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Combined purchasing provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Centralized administration provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Consolidated funding provider that is part of or dedicated to the above organizations
- Non-Emergency Medical- Doctor Appointments

**Description of Typical Services Performed**
CTSAs exist to address the activities mandated by its AB 120 Action Plan. The AB 120 Action Plan provides for six specific **Benefits** or objectives:

1. Centralized Administration
2. Consolidated Funding
3. Centralized Dispatching
4. Centralized Maintenance
5. Driver Training Programs
6. Combined Purchasing

Any proposed social service transportation program must functionally carry out, directly or indirectly, or be closely related to as many of these six specific Benefits in order to be funded by TDA/LTF Article 4.5 funds and may be considered for funding.

To help illustrate which programs and services have been funded, below is a list of current and past CTSA services performed in the Fresno County Urban and Rural CTSA:

**Fresno County (Urban) CTSA**
- Disabled Transportation
- Elderly Transportation
- Student Transportation (Headstart)
- Vehicle Maintenance
- Congregate Meal Delivery
- Home Bound Meal Delivery
- Special Events (Non-Profit) Timeshare Transportation
- Food Service Senior Meals/Summer Lunch
- Senior Congregate Meal Program
- School Congregate Meal (Headstart)

**Fresno County (Rural) CTSA**
- Disabled Passenger Transportation
- Elderly Transportation
- Student Transportation
- Vehicle Maintenance
- Congregate Meal Delivery
- Home Bound Meal Delivery
- Special Events (Non-Profit) Timeshare Transportation
- Senior Congregate Meal Program
- School Congregate Meal Program

**Application and Submission Information by an Operations Program & Budget (OPB)***

Your proposal must illustrate in detail what service or services you are proposing to provide and how it will meet the requirements of the Fresno County Rural CTSA and Urban CTSA. The proposed service must be thoroughly described in a scope of work that covers how the service will be performed, how the service will be staffed, the capital equipment provided, and how a typical service day would operate including hours and days of service. Proposals must delineate revenue and expense projections in a budget for FY 2021-22 (7/1/21-6/30/22) of the proposed services. Also required is a detailed discussion of which eligible client groups will be served, and how many per day, month, and year are projected to be served.

FCRTA and FAX require firm fixed prices per revenue hour for any transportation operations provided for the term of the proposed contract. If any maintenance services are provided, FCRTA and FAX
require firm fixed prices per service hour for the term of the proposed contract. Proposers must present proposal pricing for all proposed services even though FCRTA and FAX may choose to obtain those services from a partner agency or other method. No partial service proposals will be considered. FCRTA and FAX desire proposals that maximize economies of scale and include as many social service agencies in one application, preferably an OPB. Collaboration among social service agencies is strongly recommended to avoid and/or minimize duplication of services and resources but rather consolidate services and resources.

Services provided in each proposal must be for a minimum of one fiscal year starting in Fiscal Year 2021-2022. Option years may be considered for future years beyond the initial year of 2021-2022 (07/01/21-06/30/22) depending on successful operations including safety (accidents), ridership, and timely reporting during FY 2021-22. Upon award, a Services Agreement will be issued by FCRTA and FAX for both the Rural and Urban CTSA’s.

Legal Responsibilities:
All proposals must be submitted, filed, made, and executed in accordance with State of California and Federal laws relating to proposals for contracts of this nature, whether the same or expressly referred to herein or not.

By submitting a proposal, CONTRACTOR (applicant) certifies that he or she will comply with all Federal laws and requirements, including, but not limited to, Equal Employment Opportunity, Disadvantaged Business Enterprise, Labor Protection, and other laws and regulations applicable to contracts utilizing Federal and State funds.

Indemnification: CONTRACTOR agrees to indemnify, save, hold harmless, the FCRTA, its boards, its 14 member agencies, committees, representatives, officers, agents, employees, and FAX from and against any and all costs and expenses (including reasonable attorney’s fees and litigation costs), damages, liabilities, claims, and losses (whether in contract, tort, or strict liability, including, but not limited to, personal injury, death, and property damage) occurring or resulting to FCRTA and FAX to the extent they are caused from any negligent, recklessness or willful misconduct of CONTRACTOR, its officers, agents, subcontractors, or employees in their performance of their services as specified in their Services Agreement with FCRTA and FAX, and from any and all costs and expenses (including reasonable attorney’s fees and litigation costs), damages, liabilities, claims, and losses (whether in contract, tort, or strict liability, including, but not limited to, personal injury, death and property damage), occurring or resulting to any person, firm, corporation, or entity who may be injured or damaged to the extent such injury or damage arises from any negligent acts, errors or omissions of CONTRACTOR, its officers, agents, subcontractors, or employees in their performance of this Services Agreement.

Insurance Responsibilities:
Commercial General Liability and Property Damage: The CONTRACTOR (applicant) shall maintain insurance for protection against all claims arising from injury to person or persons not in the employ of the CONTRACTOR and against all claims resulting from damage to any property due to any act or omission of the CONTRACTOR, his agents, or employees in the operation of the work or the execution of this contract. Such insurance shall include products/completed operations liability, owners and
CONTRACTOR’s protective, blanket contractual liability, personal injury liability, and broad form property damage coverage. FCRTA and FAX shall not be responsible for any increases in insurance costs incurred by CONTRACTOR in any future scenario. The minimum shall be as follows:

Bodily Injury (Injury or Accidental Death) and Property Damage (per occurrence)  
$5,000,000 Combined Single Limit.

Commercial Automobile Public Liability and Property Damage: The CONTRACTOR shall maintain Automobile Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance for protection against all claims arising from the use of vehicles, owned, hired and non-owned, or any other vehicle in the prosecution of the work included in this contract. Such insurance shall cover the use of automobiles and trucks on and off the site of the project. FCRTA and FAX shall not be responsible for any increases in insurance costs incurred by CONTRACTOR in any future scenario. The minimum amounts of Automobile Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance shall be as follows:

Bodily Injury (Injury or Accidental Death) and Property Damage (per occurrence)  
$5,000,000 Combined Single Limit.

All Risk Physical Damage Vehicle Insurance – Stated Value. Such other insurance coverages and limits as may be required by FCRTA and FAX.

Workers’ Compensation Insurance: The CONTRACTOR shall maintain Workers’ Compensation Insurance with statutory limits and Employers Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per accident. Such insurance shall comply with all applicable state laws. CONTRACTOR shall provide FCRTA and FAX with a Certificate of Insurance showing proof of insurance acceptable to FCRTA and FAX. Certificates containing wording that release the insurance company from liability for non-notification of cancellation of the insurance policy are not acceptable. Policy(s) are to be endorsed to include a waiver of subrogation against FCRTA, FAX, its officers, officials, agents and employees. CONTRACTOR and its employees are independent CONTRACTORs and not employees of the FCRTA and FAX.

CONTRACTOR and/or its insurers are responsible for payment of any liability arising out of Workers’ Compensation, unemployment or employee benefits offered to its employees. FCRTA and FAX shall not be responsible for any increases in Workers’ Compensation costs incurred by CONTRACTOR in any future scenario.

The insuring provisions, insofar as they may be judged to be against public policy, shall be void and unenforceable only to the minimum extent necessary so that the remaining terms of the insuring provisions herein may be within public policy and enforceable. Should FCRTA and FAX choose to have CONTRACTOR be the provider of primary insurance coverages, the following govern:

Additional Insured: The General Liability and Auto Liability policy(s) are to contain, or be endorsed to name FCRTA, FAX, its officers, appointed and elected officials, agents, volunteers, and employees as Additional Insured as respects the liability arising out of the activities performed in connection with this
Contract. The coverage shall (a) be primary with respect to any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by FCRTA and FAX; (b) shall apply separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought, except with respect to the limits of the insurer's liability; and (c) contain Standard Cross-Liability provisions. Such additional insured endorsements maintained by the CONTRACTOR and its SUBCONTRACTORS shall not be required to provide coverage for FCRTA and its 14 member agencies and FAX for the sole active negligence of FCRTA and FAX. Original endorsements, signed by a person authorized to bind coverage on its behalf, shall be furnished to FCRTA and FAX by the successful Proposer. In addition FCRTA and FAX shall be named as an additional Loss Payee under any policy of Property and Vehicle Insurance.

**Reporting Requirements:**
As part of the Services Agreement, service providers will be subject to reporting requirements depending upon the nature of the service provided. Typically service providers will need to provide the following service data and information to FCRTA and FAX upon request: Summaries of operating statistics, revenue, expense, and budget figures, narratives regarding services performed, a discussion of benefits provided to clients served, and a listing of program goals and how to achieve them and how to improve services provided.

The above service data and information will contribute to the following documents that FCRTA and FAX regularly prepare:

- Annual Transit Productivity Evaluation
- Triennial Performance Audit
- Fiscal Audit
- Drug & Alcohol Audits and Reports
- Other Audits and Reports required by FCRTA and FAX
- National Transit Database (NTD)
- Surveys required by FCRTA and FAX
- Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
- Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP)
- Transportation Safety Plan
- CHP Terminal Inspection for Vehicles and Terminal

**Deliverables:**
One (1) original, six (6) printed copies, and one (1) electronic version on a flash drive must be received on or before 5:00 p.m., April 15, 2021.

**Addressed to:**
Fresno County Rural Transit Agency
Attn: FCRTA Notice of Funding Availability
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201
Fresno, CA 93721
Mark envelopes:
FRESNO COUNTY RURAL TRANSIT AGENCY/FRESNO AREA EXPRESS
NOTICE OF FUNDING AVAILABILITY
TECHNICAL AND COST PROPOSAL

Award Information/Dates
Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) Selection Schedule
NOFA Issue Date: March 15, 2021
Last day for submission of questions: April 7, 2021
Proposal Due Date: April 15, 2021
Proposal Review Period: April 19, 2021 through May 10, 2021
FCRTA and FAX awards contract: May 27, 2021
Commence service/Contract Begins: July 1, 2021

Application Review Information
All proposals will be reviewed to verify that the proposed applicants, program or operation meets the requirements of the Fresno County Rural and Urban CTSA. The proposal will also be reviewed to ensure that the proposed program or operation is cost effective and will be administered and operated in a way consistent with sound financial, legal, and business practices. Finally, proposals will be evaluated to determine the benefits to the clients and passengers being served.

Direct questions of this Notice of Funding Availability to:
For Rural CTSA applications:
Janelle Del Campo
FCRTA Operations Manager
Email: delcampo@fresnocog.org

For Urban CTSA applications:
Joe Vargas
FAX Assistant Director
Email: joe.vargas@fresno.gov

Glossary
Consolidated Transportation Service Agency (CTSA)—An agency designated pursuant to AB 120. This is an agency (FCRTA and FAX) which are designated by the Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA)—FCOG in Fresno County, to provide for coordinated/consolidated transportation services within the jurisdiction of the RTPA. FCRTA and FAX are eligible to claim Transportation Development Act Article 4.5 monies, if the claim is approved by the RTPA.

Specialized Transit—Transportation services which require more of a driver than curb-to-curb service and necessitates the driver to get out of their seat (For example, a driver aiding a person into their home and carrying their groceries inside). Also, it is any transportation service which requires more of a vehicle than simply operating it on the road (i.e. kneeling features, ramp, lift-equipped, etc.).
Transportation Service Provider—At the very least a transportation provider is an agency or business which has one or more vehicles available for transportation clients. The provider may have its own administrative, maintenance, purchasing and dispatch capabilities. It is also empowered to contract out for the provision of its services.

Transportation Purchaser—An agency with a specific clientele in need of transportation services. An agency purchaser would purchase trips for the clients. The clientele would most likely either be the elderly, disabled, low income, or children. This could also be an agency which at one time was a transportation provider, but has turned over its vehicle to another provider as in-kind support under contract.

Community Transit Service—Transportation services designed specifically for, or specifically serving the elderly, disabled, children, and low-income clients of social service programs. Examples of these services are demand response modes of transportation such as Dial-A-Ride, and Paratransit that typically utilize ramp or lift-equipped vehicles to transport riders in need of assistance to access the vehicle.

Social Services Transportation—A more broad, general description of Community Transit services that covers or is associated with all forms of transportation that are intended to serve clients of social service agencies. Social Services Transportation is intended to serve low mobility groups (elderly, disabled, children, low-income) while achieving cost savings, lowered insurance premiums and more efficient use of vehicles and funding resources. CTSAs were created to facilitate the coordination and consolidation of Social Services Transportation services.

Centralized Administration—A specific benefit and goal of the Fresno County Rural CTSA. Centralized Administration is the ability one agency to amalgamate with other agencies to provide a broader-based and a more comprehensive view of service needs and objectives. This is an enhanced planning capability that has resulted in a more effective utilization of available funds. Centralized Administration has also resulted in more consolidated and more efficient service delivery.

Consolidated Funding—A specific benefit and goal of the Fresno County Rural CTSA. Consolidating funding under the CTSA allows for economics of scale when purchasing capital equipment and leveraging funds for the operations. Consolidation of funds increases leverage in purchasing vehicles and seeking grant funds for vehicles. This is done in the CTSA by the CTSA using TDA funds for any local match required in vehicle grant funding for vehicle costs exceeding the maximum allowable per vehicle cost set by federal grants.

Centralized Dispatching—A specific benefit and goal of the Fresno County Rural CTSA. The CTSA has consolidated dispatching for its contracted transportation services into one central center. Dispatch consolidation has resulted in the reduction of transferred calls, a better regional awareness within the County, consistency, expertise, economic and operational efficiencies and better accountability, data and customer service.
Centralized Maintenance—A specific benefit and goal of the Fresno County Rural CTSA. The CTSA has established a preventative maintenance program that provides on-site maintenance services for CTSA vehicles. At one site all-preventative maintenance work (defined as tune-ups, oil changes and lubes, complete brake work and other minor repairs) is performed on CTSA vehicles by trained professional certified mechanics. The maintenance services of this facility are also offered to other local social service programs that do not contract with the CTSA to perform social services transportation.

Driver Training Programs—A specific benefit and goal of the Fresno County Rural CTSA. The CTSA has developed a comprehensive program for driver training and orientation of all drivers of CTSA vehicles. This driver training program meets the requirements of the California Highway Patrol and the California Department of Education for their various driver certifications. This program is a valuable resource for driver training that is also utilized by drivers of public transit vehicles within Fresno County. This program is also viewed as prime example of the consolidation and coordination of resources that are provided by the Fresno County Rural CTSA.

Combined Purchasing—A specific benefit and goal of the Fresno County Rural CTSA. The CTSA conforms has a combined purchasing policy that utilizes annual bidding in order to compare market costs and utilize the lowest cost for goods and services. This bidding process includes vehicle “best” quality in parts, fuel, insurance policy coverages and for all other major goods and services. This process has resulted in cost savings and a more efficient use of existing funds for all CTSA members.